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Abstract: 

 

Before investigating the notion of double consciousness in one of the short stories of 
Jhumpa Lahiri “Hell-Heaven” from her short story collection Accustomed Earth, the 
research paper endeavours to note the sense of double consciousness by various 
sociologists and theorists such as William Edward Burghardt DuBois, Frantz Fanon, 
Albert Memmi and Paulo Reglus Neves Freire. DuBois endeavours to clarify the concept 
of double consciousness in the context of the African American community that is so 
much under the influence of the outside community that they visualize themselves from 
the perspectives of the outsiders and constantly in conflict between two antagonistic 
identities i.e. their own identity and imposed or self-imposed identity by the outsiders. 
Frantz Fanon discusses the same concept of double consciousness in the context of the 
colonized population, which is again sustained by Albert Memmi i.e. colonized 
community influenced by the perspectives of the colonizers. Freire expresses his views 
about double consciousness in a contrary manner, which can be introduced as white 
double consciousness. In “Hell-Heaven”, both, the narrator of the story, a young girl 
named Usha and her guest from India, a young man, Pranab Chakraborty are the Indian 
Americans, who live an exiled life also struggle with double consciousness. Deborah, 
Pranab’s American wife, represents the white double consciousness in the story. 
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William Edward Burghardt Du Bois first promoted the conception of ‘double consciousness’ in 

the context of Afro-American, in his essay “Strivings of the Negro People”, published in an 

American magazine, The Atlantic Monthly in late 1897. Later on the same essay with minor 

modification, became the introductory chapter entitled “Of Our Spiritual Strivings” of his lately 
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published book Souls of Black Folk. Regarding double consciousness of African Americans, W. 

E. B. Du Bois asserts in this book: 
 

“After the Egyptian and Indian, the Greek and Roman, the Teuton and 

Mongolian, the Negro is a sort of seventh son, born with a veil, and gifted with 

second-sight in this American world—a world which yields him no true self-

consciousness, but only lets him see himself through the revelation of the other 

world. It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of always 

looking at one's self through the eyes of others, of measuring one's soul by the 

tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and pity. One ever feels his 

twoness, - an American, a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled 

strivings; two warring ideals in one dark body, whose dogged strength alone 

keeps it from being torn asunder” (3).  
 

Here DuBois endeavours to clarify that the African American community is so much under the 

influence of the outside community that they started to visualize themselves from the 

perspectives of the outsiders. Consequently their lots of time and energy are consumed in 

negotiating and enduring the conflicts between these two antagonistic identities i.e. their own 

identity and imposed or self-imposed identity by the outsiders. This sense of twoness, as DuBois 

calls ‘double consciousness’, may be an integration of two opposite identities positively.  

This is not merely the case with African Americans, as expressed by Frantz Fanon in his books 

The Wretched of the Earth and Black Skin White Masks, for viewing themselves through the 

perspectives of others is also encountered in the case of colonized population. However, 

superficially Fanon rejects the idea of connection of DuBois’s ‘double consciousness’ with the 

colonized population, he writes: 

“Speaking as an Algerian and a Frenchman”… Stumbling over the need to 

assume two nationalities, two determinations, the intellectual who is Arab and 

French..., if he wants to be sincere with himself, chooses the negation of one of 

these two determinations. Usually, unwilling or unable to choose, these 
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intellectuals collect all the historical determinations which have conditioned them 

and place themselves in a thoroughly “universal perspective” (Fanon 155).  

In Fanon’s point of view, the heights of the irony is when the colonized intellectuals fight to 

liberate their own people from the colonizers, they adopt the ways and actions of their colonizers 

themselves. Fanon also reinforce his point that these colonized intellectuals regain their 

indigenous perspective only when they return to their general people. In other words, the 

colonized intellectuals who try to liberate their people, themselves get liberated in true sense by 

their own people. Fanon argues that liberation includes evaluating colonized perspective through 

native perspective, it means that to liberate self the colonized people should not forget the 

perspectives of colonizers, but they should not be dominated by or limited to the perspective of 

colonizers.  

Other writers on colonialism such as Albert Memmi also revealed the issues of double 

consciousness in his book The Colonizer and the Colonized:  

“The candidate for assimilation almost always comes to tire of the exorbitant 

price which he must pay and which he never finishes owing…[H]e has assumed 

all the accusations and condemnations of the colonizer, that he is becoming 

accustomed to looking at his own people through the eyes of their procurer” 

(123). 

A Brazilian educator Paulo Reglus Neves Freire expresses his views about double consciousness, 

focusing the colonizers and the whites, who put into implementation the perspectives of the 

dominated, marginalized and suppressed communities, which can be introduced as white double 

consciousness. Freire argues that just as colonized intellectuals can visualize their colonized 

perspectives from other perspectives, so too can whites or colonizers can visualize themselves 

from other perspectives.  
 

In “Hell-Heaven”, one of the stories from Jhumpa Lahiri’s collection Unaccustomed Earth, both, 

the narrator of the story, a young girl named Usha and her guest from India, a young man, 
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Pranab Chakraborty are the Indian Americans, who live an exiled life also struggle with double 

consciousness. They feel that their identity is split into various segments and they are constantly 

striving for a unified identity by persistently trying to reunite the two cultures that constitute their 

identity. They recognize India as a country of their origin and America as a host country where 

they rediscover themselves in order to survive. In the host country, they begin to unconsciously 

assimilate with the prejudices and values against the minority communities and suffer from 

inferiority, which consequently develops into self-hatred and self degradation. The story begins 

when Usha remembers the experience of her Indian family in Boston with a young man, Pranab, 

who alone migrates from India for his graduation. Usha’s family gives him shelter and feeds him 

daily. Usha’s mother starts liking him and even falls in love with him because of his young age 

and a lot of common interest with her. However, after graduation, Pranab almost gets detached 

with Usha’s family, abandons the Indian American community and marries an American girl 

named Deborah without his family’s consent. As Usha’s mother expresses about Pranab to 

another Bengali woman, “He used to be so different. I don’t understand how a person can change 

so suddenly. It’s just hell-heaven, the difference” (Lahiri 68-69).  

Deborah represents white double consciousness in the story. She took it enthusiastically, when 

Pranab taught her to appreciate in Bengali “khub bhalo and aacha and to pick up certain foods 

with her fingers instead of with a fork” (Lahiri 68). She took interest in learning Bengali and 

frequently asked Usha how to say this or that in Bengali. After marriage, she tried to get Pranab 

to reconcile with his parents and encouraged him to maintain ties with other Bengalis. Usha’s 

mother from the beginning knew that the marriage of Pranab and Deborah would not last long 

for Deborah would ditch Pranab one day, but it was Pranab, the culprit. After twenty three years 

of their marriage, Pranab leads himself towards an affair with a married Bengali woman and 

destruction of two families. Deborah in her forties, completely shattered by the betrayal of her 

husband, turned to Usha’s mother to weep out her pain for their hearts were broken by the same 

man. 

Pranab becomes a completely Americanized person after marriage, detached with Indianness. He 

hardly cared about his parents’ consent for his marriage with an American girl. His marriage was 
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also strictly American, “with a cake and a minister and Deborah in a long white dress and veil” 

(Lahiri 72). In the marriage, of all the Bengalis Pranab knew, he invited only Usha’s family. 

When he and his wife give birth to twin daughters, “The girls were named Srabani and Sabitri 

but were called Bonny and Sara…who barely looked Bengali and spoke only English and were 

being raised so differently…They were not taken to Calcutta every summer, they did not have 

parents who were clinging to another way of life and exhorting their children to do the same” 

(Lahiri 74-75). They celebrate Thanksgiving, “the ritual of a large sit-down dinner and the foods 

that one was supposed to eat was lost on them” (Lahiri 77) and other American holidays other 

than observe Indian traditional ones. So by now Pranab transforms into a completely westernized 

person. As Usha was in her teenage years and Influenced by Pranab and Deborah, finds her 

parents misfit for the American celebrations. She expresses, “Normally, my parents did not 

celebrate Thanksgiving…They treated it as if it were Memorial Day or Veterans Day- just 

another holiday in the American year” (Lahiri 77). 
 

Usha gradually becomes a disobedient American-Indian young woman, who started assimilating 

American values and ideologies, causing much anxiety to her mother, the conventional preserver 

of cultural purity. This story gives voice to schism that has been developing between first and 

second generations. Usha’s increasing anticipation and liking for Deborah over her mother 

indicates her attachment towards the dominant culture of the country where she is born and 

brought up. As Usha feels:  
 

“The more my mother began to resent Deborah’s visits, the more I began to 

anticipate them. I fell in love with Deborah, the way young girls often fall in love 

with women who are not their mothers. I longed for her casual appearance…with 

Deborah I had a companion…Deborah and I spoke freely in English, a language 

in which, by that age, I expressed myself more easily than Bengali, which I was 

required to speak at home” (Lahiri 69). 
 

Like any other American child, Usha demands privacy and freedom and dislikes her mother’s 

interference in her life. She “learned to scream back [on her mother], telling her that she was 

pathetic, that she knew nothing about [her]” (Lahiri 76). She started feeling that her mother’s 
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grip on her tighten when she would say from time to time, “Don’t think you’ll get away with 

marrying an American, the way Pranab Kaku did” (Lahiri 75). The more her mother puts 

restrictions on her, the more she finds pleasure in disobeying her:  

“I [Usha] began keeping other secrets from her [my mum], evading her with the 

aid of my friends. I told her I was sleeping over at a friend’s when really I went to 

parties, drinking beer and allowing boys to kiss me and fondle my breasts and 

press their ejections against my hip as we lay groping on a sofa or a back seat of a 

car…I learned to scream back, telling her that she was pathetic, that she knew 

nothing about me, and it was clear to us both that I had stopped needing her, 

definitively and abruptly, just as Pranab Kaku had” (Lahiri 76-77).  

In Usha’s case, this may be the consequence of the popular club culture, prevailing among the 

second generation Indian American youngsters or a reaction to the first generation immigrants’ 

imposing the ethnic culture on second generation immigrants, where sex is a moral taboo. After 

twenty three years of marriage, Pranab, as a minority living in a white community, has started 

suffering from inferiority complex, caused by double consciousness. He found himself under 

great pressure, which finally leads him towards an affair with a married Bengali woman and 

destruction of two families.  

By narrating the story of Pranab, Usha realizes the importance of balancing her native Indian 

culture and her prevailing American cultures, her past and present life and also learns to 

negotiate her relationship with her mother:  

“My mother and I had also made peace; she had accepted the fact that I was not 

only her daughter but a child of America as well. Slowly, she accepted that I 

dated one American man, and then another, and then yet another, that I slept with 

them, and even that I lived with one though we were not married. She welcomed 

my boyfriends into our home and when things didn’t work out she told me I 

would find someone better” (Lahiri 81-82).  
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The circumstances narrated in the story are the outcome of double consciousness, the sense of 

always looking at one’s self and measuring one’s soul through the eyes of others – Usha’s and 

Pranab’s looking at themselves through the perspectives of American culture as well as Deborah 

looking through Bengali culture – results into the conflict of twoness. At the end of the story, this 

self imposed twoness leads them nowhere. Pranab strives to impose the perspectives of white 

community upon himself for twenty three years of marriage, and ultimately out of inferiority 

complex and double consciousness, longs for a Bengali woman to fall in love with and destroys 

his family. Usha, however, realizes the importance of balancing between her native perspectives 

and her self-imposed American perspectives. Deborah had no regret of double consciousness, for 

maybe it was an integration of two opposite identities positively for her, but it wasn’t the case for 

her husband. 
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